ABSTRACT. Diaz and Metcalf L2J have some interesting results on the set of successive approximations of a self mapping which is either a nonexpansion or a contraction on a metric space with respect to the set of fixed points of the mapping. We have extended most of these results to a Hausdorff uniform space. We have also proved a Banach's contraction mapping principle on a complete Hausdorff uniform space and indicated some applications in locally convex linear topological spaces.
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Introduction. Let (X, d) be a metric space. Then a mapping / of X into itself is called a contraction on X if there exists a real number r with 0 < r < 1 such that dífíx), fíy)) < rdíx, y) fot all points x and y in X. Banach's contraction mapping principle states that if (X, d) is a complete metric space and / is a contraction on X, then / has a unique fixed point a £ X such that f"ix) -• a for each x e X. This principle is well known for its wide scope of applications in analysis. It would, therefore, be of some interest to extend this principle in complete Hausdorff uniform spaces which are generalizations of complete metric spaces.
Let (X, tí) be a uniform space, h being the uniformity, i.e., the family of entourages. Taylor [l] has introduced the following definitions:
Let in be a base for h. If / maps X into itself; then (a) / is said to be S-nonexpansion on X if ix, y) £ 77 implies ífíx), fíy)) £ 77
fot each H £ ÍB.
(b) / is said to be a ÍB-contraction on X if, for each H £%, there is a K £ ÍB such that (x, y) e 77 o K implies ífíx), fíy)) £ 77.
(c) / is said to be asymptotically regular if for each x e X and entourage
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This result is not an exact analogue of Banach's contraction mapping principle in the sense that an additional condition of the space being well chained is imposed on X.
In the first section of this paper by giving a suitable definition of contraction mapping on a uniform space (which will reduce to the well-known definition of contraction mapping stated in the beginning when the uniform space is a metric space)
we have obtained an exact analogue of Banach's contraction mapping principle on a complete Hausdorff uniform space.
In [2] Diaz and Metcalf have obtained a series of results on the cluster set of successive approximations in a metric space by using mainly the nonexpansion and contraction of a mapping with respect to the set of fixed points of the mapping.
The main source of this work of Diaz and Metcalf is a paper of Tricomi [3] which is concerned with iteration of a real function. In §2 of our paper we have shown that most of the results of [2] can be extended to a uniform space.
In the concluding section we have indicated some applications of our results in locally convex linear topological spaces.
Finally we should point out that the theory of nonexpansive mappings is growing very rapidly and a good account of the existing literature can be obtained in [4] . is an associated family for h and has the additional property that, given a, ß el, there is a v £ / such that pvix, y) > max(pa(x, y), pAx, y)) tot all (x, y) £ X x X. An associated family and an augmented associated family for h will be respectively denoted by Aih) and A ih). 
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(i) / will be said to be A (i)-nonexpansion on X, or simply nonexpansion on X if, for each a e /, paífíx), fíy)) < paíx, y) fot all (x, y) £ X x X.
(ii) / will be said to be A (¿)-contraction on X, or simply contraction on X if for each a £ I, there exists a real number Aa) with 0 < ria) < 1 such that for all (x, y) £ X x X we have paífíx), fíy)) < ría)paíx, y) (we note that the above inequality implies paífíx), fíy)) = 0 if paix, y) = 0).
(iii) / will be said to be A (¿)-asymptotically regular on X, or simply asymptotically regular on X if for each x e X and a e 7, lim pa(/"(*), /"+1(x)) = 0. Hence ix i00^ is a pa-Cauchy sequence (i.e. a Cauchy sequence in pa-topology).
Since a £ / is arbitrary, ix l°°_j is a pa-Cauchy sequence for each a £ /. Let This implies that S x S C Hiv, e). Thus given any F eh, we can find a S £ SB such that S x S C F. Hence S is a Cauchy filter in (X, tí). Since (X, tí) is complete and Hausdorff, the Cauchy filter 53 = ¡5 Î converges to a unique point a £ X in the r,-topology. Thus r¿"lim S = a. Now since / is pa-continuous for each a e I, it follows that / is r -continuous. Hence fia) = /(r,-lim S ) = r,-lim fiS ) = r¿-lim S x = a. Thus a is a fixed point of /.
We now complete the proof of our theorem by showing that a is the only fixed point of /. We assume that / has another fixed point b such that a ¿ b and deduce an absurdity from this assumption. Proof. The sequence {fix)}00, being also a net in the compact set /(X) has a cluster point. Hence L(x) is nonempty. We prove the rest of the theorem in few steps. -» fiy) and f"iix) -* y and since by asymptotic regularity we have pa(/"/+1(x), f"iix)) -» 0, we can find ape] such that for all n. > n we have simultaneously (2) Pa(/V (*), fiy)) < ill, Pa(f"' + lix), /"'(x)) < i/3, and pa(/"'(x), y) < e/3. Now from (1) and (2) we have paifiy), y) < e. Since e is arbitrary, paifiy), y) = 0.
Again since a is arbitrary, paifiy), y) = 0 for each a e I. Finally since X is [For any ttZj > M such that pvif™ (x), S^ < pvÍSx, SÍ¡V3 there always exists a positive integer ttz2 > ttZj such that pvifm2ix), S^ < pvÍSx, Sp/3. tz can be chosen to be one less than smallest such ttz2.]
By using p^-compactness of Sx and S2 we have Pv^v SP < p^rix), sp+/>"(/*(*). r+1(x)) + Pvirl(x), sp.
But then by what we have proved above p^v SV < P¿sv s2 V3 + PviS\, sp/3 + Pvis\, sp = Pvis\, sv2)
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Thus L(x) C rh-boundary of F(/).
The following theorem is the generalization of some parts of the main result We now assume that y 4 Fif) and readily deduce a contradiction from this assumption. Since y 4 Fif) and paífíy), p) = paiy, p), it follows from condition (ii) of our theorem that paiy, p) = 0. Since a is arbitrary, we have paiy, p) -0 for each a £ I. This implies that y = p as X is r -Hausdorff. This is a contradiction because of the fact that p £ Fif). Thus we have proved that y £ L(x).
(c) We now prove that L(x) contains at most one point. We suppose that In the sequel this zero neighbourhood base will be denoted by ÍB. Now it is straightforward to see that the following definitions (i ), (ii ) and (iii ) are equivalent respectively to definitions (i), (ii) and (iii) given in §1.
Let ll be the family of zero neighbourhoods in E.
Then we have seen that !B defined above is a base for li. Let / maps X C E into X, then (i ) / is said to be nonexpansion onX if x -y £ U implies fix) -/(y) e U for each Í7 £ ÍB and (x, y) £ X x X.
(ii') / is said tobe a contraction on X if for each Í7 £ ÍB, there is a real number r(J, 0 < ru < 1, such that x -y £ U implies fix) -fiy) £ r[JU tot each U £ ÍB and (x, y) £ X x X.
(iii ) / is asymptotically regular on X if for each x e X and U ell, there is a positive integer «0 such that fix) -/*+1(x) £ U fot n > «Q.
[For (i) <=> (i ) and (iii) «=> (iii ) see Remark 2 and [l]. We prove that (ii ) <=»
(ii). To prove this we first show that /isa contraction with respect to A*ih). Let pa £ AÍtí) and (x, y) £ X x X. Also let paix, y) = r. Then x -y £rUa = 17 e $ where Ua = {x: pa(x) < l}. Hence by (ii ) there is a real number r", 0 < r" < 1, such that fix)-fiy) £ r^U. This implies that paífíx), fíy)) < rupaíx, y). Clearly r" depends on ct. Hence we can write r.. = ría).
Similarly we prove that (ii) =» (ii ). This can be done as follows. Let U £ ÍB.
Then U = r fi^=1 U , r > 0 and Í7a = {x: pa ix) < l\. Let pa be the correspond- Since now we will be concerned with only the locally convex topology r in E, unless otherwise stated, all topological concepts such as continuity, conver-gence, closedness, etc. will hereafter be meant with respect to the topology r in F.
A subset X of E is called starshaped if there is a point p £ X such that for each each x £ X and real t with 0 < t < 1, tx + (l -t)p £ X. p is called the star centre of X. Every convex subset of E is thus starshaped.
The following result which we write as a lemma is due to Taylor [l] . However our concept of a contraction mapping and Theorem 1.1 provides the following simpler proof.
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a complete bounded starshaped subset of E and let f be nonexpansion on X. Then 0 lies in the closure of (/ -/)X, i.e., in (/ -f)X, where I is the identity map on X.
Proof. For each r, 0 < r < 1, we define fix) = tfix) + (l -t)p, x e X, p being the star centre of X, / is a self mapping on X as X is starshaped. Theorem 3.1. Let f be a nonexpansion on a bounded complete starshaped subset X of E. Also let (/ -f)X be closed. Then f has a fixed point.
Proof. By Lemma 3-1, 0 £ (/ -f)X = (/ -f)X. Hence there is a point p £ X such that (/ -f)ip) = 0, i.e. fip) = p.
Corollary 3.1. Let f be a nonexpansion on a compact starshaped subset X of E. Also suppose that f is contractive on X with respect to Fif). Then for each x e X, the sequence i/m(x)i°° , converges to a fixed point of f.
